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If you are buying this map to drive the Dalmatian Coast, there are several reasons I do not

recommend it. First it is huge. My dining room table seats 8 very comfortably, this map takes up the

table space of 5 place settings. Second, it takes 2 whole sides of the map to cover only part of the

Dalmatian Coast, the last 40 or so miles southeast to Dubrovnik and beyond are an insert. Can you

believe this, the number one tourist attraction in Croatia is resigned to an insert. In a phrase, for

travelers this map is simply too large, indeed huge. Further, it comes with a cardboard cover, which

at first glance seems handsome, but in actuality prohibits folding the map as you want and makes it

difficult to balance the map in your hands because of that cardboard covers weight. Two last points.

The map is very fragile; mine ripped the very first time I used it--and I am over 65, so I have much

experience with paper maps; and there are no insert maps of cities [i.e., no street map for Split,

Dubrovnik, etc.]Let me add a bit about the map's size. Our trip to Croatia is a month off, so I bought

the map to plan driving routes, stops, and side trips. But it is so large and so cumbersome that every

time I take it out to use, I simply cuss it and open my iPad to Google Maps: ergo, I do not even find

it useful for planning a trip, Certainly, if I can't use if comfortably in my own home, I am not taking it

with me to actually drive the trip--I can't imagine using that map in a car.I am very sorry I spent the

$18.95 and tax on this map, and I would return it except it is now ripped. I should have paid more

attention to the 1-star and 2-star reviews.



New map, as advertised. Quick shipping to USA & nice low price. Bought thru Wordery USA (via ).

Thanks!!

We got this map because it was the most detailed one of the area based on its 1:200,000 scale. But

we found it very hard to use while driving. For one thing, it is huge--when opened it stretches all the

way across the inside of a car. And for another, it is not folded in a way that makes it convenient to

keep it partially folded so that the portion you wish to see is exposed. The paper is not very durable

and began to tear after a short period of use.This map would be good for spreading out on a table

and studying, but our purpose was to have a good driving map and it did not satisfy that purpose.

This is a big map with good detail. Paper could be heavier so one needs to treat it gently.

Looking forward to my travels here this autumn. Thank you!

Great detail and no need for magnifying glass!
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